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OpDetect Classified Operative DataBase: [ IIV-8 Tokyo Unlimited ]  
 
LTG region: Honshu Main / Tokyo 

RTG region: Greater Asian Locale 

Operative Name: Unknown 

Operative Alias: The Creech 

 

Racial Profile: Unknown, suspected genetic 

manipulation. 

 

Visual Characteristics: Varied reports, from 2.4 -3.2 

meters tall (witness reports), approx. 650 kg in weight 

(print displacement deduction), and possessing highly 

increased strength and hardening. Non-organic self-

articulating tentacles connect to upper cranial area. 

Highly reinforced cybered extremities not limited to 

hands and feet. Obvious exodermal armor present, with 

integrated smart cannons attached at each metacarpal 

pad. Skin coloring unknown, with varied clothing 

witnessed.  

 

Modus Operandi: Varied reports, however known 

for disregarding superior ranged fire situations for close 

combat dispatching of targets. Semi-professional career 

with multiple abbreviated tours in Aztechnology 

ShockTroops core indicate solo nature of operative. No 

known operative affiliations and no group or corp. 

affiliations exist on record. Subject has been known to 

make use of his/her high resistance to explosives through engaging opponents in the midst of minefields, oil fires, artillery strikes, etc. Highly unethical 

and has proven disregard for societal norms of conduct. Possible psychotic and/or paranoid delusional conditions may exist as well.  

 

Affiliations: None 

Known Johnson Reference: None  

Known Street Level Activities: Assassination, Big-Bang Wetwork, Terrorism, Urban Renewal.  

DocWagon Account: Unknown 

Police Profile: Class 3.4 Felon [Apprehension of Opportunity, danger level related to apprehension sufficient to deter small scale attempts.] 

Known Current Activity: Reportedly under hire to dispatch Hector Pisano, aka Hex (Human, 38 yo, SLO), and Doc, no name refered (Human, 30 

yo, SLO), et al. Current Transaction based in Tokyo, under non-johnson contract. 

Known Marks: Janice Huff, aka Boomer (Human, 34 yo SLO), Taichi Tawada, no alias (Human, 56 yo Cit), Georg Cantor, aka Grasswhip (Elf, 289 

yo, SLO), Urgh Chalichu, aka Chrysoberyl (Wendigo, 109 yo, Out), Greg Cappulo, aka Todd’s Bitch (Human, 32 yo, Cit), Shui Shang Wo, aka Wo 

Shui Shang (Orc, 34 yo, SLO), Tekagi Mishima, aka Void (Kappu, 203 yo, SLO), Prime Minister Thuy Nguyen, no alias (Human, 65 yo, Official), …  


